This vigorous and healthy male yew grows NW of church. Girth was above 12’, but the tree has been larger. It appears to have been pollarded at about 6’, creating a platform around the edges of which now grow many thick upright branches. From many of these, roots have formed which now grow downwards into the decaying heartwood.

On the west side of the tree branches dip close to the ground, while the east face is completely open. In the centre of the tree is a jumble of internal stems, as well as a large stone that has been swallowed up as new wood is laid down.

A 2nd male yew (no photo) grows south of the porch. It was ivy covered but healthy, with a girth around 8’.

Also on the south side and to the west of the 2nd tree is this millennium yew, a replacement for their original millennium tree that had been vandalised.